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The petition stems from a series of port delays in recent years due to labor disputes, high volume, 
weather, and other problems. That caused spikes in demurrage and detention bills for BCOs, 
intermediaries. Photo credit: Shutterstock.

Container lines and terminals denied using demurrage and detention as profit centers and 
warned that regulatory guidelines governing late fees for cargo pickup and equipment return 
would create more problems than it would solve.

The US Federal Maritime Commission (FMC) on Wednesday completed two days on a petition 
by 26 organizations of beneficial cargo owners, intermediaries, and motor carriers that are 
seeking FMC policy guidelines to would make it easier to challenge the late fees.

Carriers and marine terminal operators (MTOs) urged the commission to reject the petition by the 
Coalition for Fair Shipping Practices, whose representatives testified Tuesday. “This petition asks 
the commission to wade into the business of allocating commercial costs and risks that today are 
allocated by the market,” said John Butler, CEO of the World Shipping Council, whose members 
control roughly 90 percent of global container capacity.
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FMC Acting Chairman Michael Khouri said the commission would accept additional statements 
through Jan. 26 on an issue he said presents “difficult choices.” He said the FMC would 
determine its next steps “as promptly as possible.”

The petition stems from a series of port delays in recent years due to labor disputes, high 
volume, weather, and other problems. That caused spikes in demurrage and detention bills for 
BCOs, intermediaries.

The Coalition for Fair Shipping Practices (CFSP) urged the commission to issue policy guidelines 
aimed at protecting cargo interests for problems they didn’t cause. The coalition’s proposed 
guidelines would outline unacceptable practices for demurrage, which is charged to cargo that 
isn’t picked up from terminals before free time expires, and per-diem detention, which is charged 
for late return of containers and chassis.

Spokesmen for container lines and terminals said demurrage and detention disputes tend to be 
highly specific, and that the FMC’s standard should to be to determine whether carriers and 
terminals are acting unreasonably, not whether a problem was the shipper’s fault.

“The commission cannot adopt a rule that uses the not-my-fault standard as its foundation,” 
Butler said. John Crowley, executive director of the National Association of Waterfront 
Employers, said the petition “would shift all risk to the operators,” even if they weren’t to blame.

“The petition asks the commission to transform carriers and MTOs into guarantors or insurance 
providers for weather events, labor disruptions, equipment shortages, and government cargo 
inspections,” Butler said. “The commission should decline that invitation on the grounds that the 
relief the petition seeks is unsupported by the law and facts. In addition, granting the requested 
relief would be bad policy.”

Carriers and terminals told the FMC that the proposed guidelines would interfere with commercial 
relationships, undermine improvements in supply chain performance, and unleash litigation that 
could yield unwelcome results.

“I would just encourage you to think really hard about how that actually is going to play out in the 
marketplace, and that is going to play out in a complaint proceeding,” Butler told commission 
members. Carrier executives said demurrage and detention disputes are best handled 
commercially.

He said the petition asks the FMC “to set triggers for when carriers and MTOs (marine terminal 
operators) are going to be told, ‘The commission will determine it is unreasonable if you do X, Y, 
and Z, or if in this circumstance you charge detention and demurrage...

“If you get into a level of detail that is is actually going to help anybody in terms of knowing what 
they can and can’t do...you are going to get into a position where you reduce the amount of 
competition and flexibility in the system.” he said.

Carriers and terminals said they charge late fees only to encourage prompt pickup of cargo and 
return of equipment. “It is not a profit center for us,” said Richard Craig, CEO of Mitsui O.S.K. 
Lines (America). “MOL’s business model most definitely is not built around collecting demurrage 
and detention fees.”

Howard Finkel, executive vice president of Cosco Shipping Lines (North America), said carriers 
“would much rather have a faster turnaround on our equipment than having to calculate and 
collect detention. Like ships, containers cease making money when they sit idle.”

Finkel rebutted claims by the CFSP that shippers have little choice in selection of carriers. 
Despite industry consolidation, he said, “There is intense competition. We compete savagely, to 
the point where we lose a lot of money.”

He also disputed claims that unfair application of demurrage and detention is widespread. He 
noted that many shipper-BCO relationships are longstanding, and said, “You don’t want to be 
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sitting in front of a customer trying to sign a service contract when they think you have been 
unfair to them.”

“I hope that instead of issuing new regulations based on what you’ve heard in this petition, the 
commission will encourage supply chain members to communicate with your carrier if you think a 
particular carrier has done something unreasonable, or go to arbitration, or go to court, or file a 
complaint with the commission,” Finkel said.

Terminal operators also pushed back against claims that demurrage policies are widely abused. 
They said demurrage is charged only to encourage prompt pickup of containers and keep port 
operations fluid.

“We make no money by containers staying on the dock,” said Ed DeNike, president of terminal 
operator SSA Containers. “We have to move volume through the terminals in order to survive. 
When containers stay on terminal and don’t move, they take a spot that could be used by another 
container going on or off the ship.”

DeNike noted that there are two kinds of demurrage - terminal demurrage, which is set by port 
tariff and charged by terminals, and carrier demurrage, which is charged by the ship line. To 
simplify collection, terminals typically collect all demurrage and settle up later with carriers. 
Detention is charged by carriers for use of their equipment.

Contact Joseph Bonney at joseph.bonney@ihsmarkit.com and follow him on 
Twitter: @josephbonney.
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